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Abstrat
To investigate the mehanism of mixing in osillatory doubly diusive (ODD) on-
vetion, we trunate the horizontal modal expansion of the Boussinesq equations to
obtain a simplied model of the proess. In the astrophysially interesting ase with
low Prandtl number, large-sale shears are generated as in ordinary thermal onvetion.
The interplay between the shear and the osillatory onvetion produes intermittent
overturning of the uid with signiant mixing. By ontrast, in the parameter regime
appropriate to sea water, large-sale ows are not generated by the onvetion. However,
if suh ows are imposed externally, intermittent overturning with enhaned mixing is
observed.
Subjet headings: osillatory doubly diusive onvetion, semionvetion, shear, mixing
1. Introdution
Doubly diusive onvetion ours when two material properties, suh as heat and salt with
diering diusion rates, aet the uid density and are stratied so that one is stabilizing and the
other destabilizing (Turner, 1979). When the stably stratied property diuses more rapidly, the
onset of the onvetion is by way of a monotoni growth that gives rise to strutures known as salt
ngers. This kind of onvetion is an eetive mixer, the more so beause it indues large sale
shears (Paparella & Spiegel, 1999, hereafter PS) in the same way that ordinary Rayleigh-Bénard
onvetion does (Krishnamurti & Howard, 1981, Howard & Krishnamurti, 1986). On the other
hand, when the destabilizing onstituent is diused more rapidly, the onset of onvetion is through
growing osillations. The mehanism of mixing in this ase, that we shall refer to as osillatory
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doubly diusive, or ODD, onvetion is less well understood than in the salt nger ase and this is
the subjet of the present work.
The question of mixing by ODD onvetion is not aademi sine this form of doubly diusive
onvetion does arise in natural irumstanes. One example ours in the ores of stars in late stages
of their lives (Spiegel, 1969). In the version of this proess alled semionvetion by astronomers,
the stabilizing onstituent is a relatively heavy element, suh as helium in hydrogen-rih stellar
material. In many ases of interest, the resulting stabilizing gradient of moleular weight opposes
an unstable entropy gradient. The problem that this raises is to determine the rate of mixing of the
heavy element outward in the star. Though this proess involves some ompliations peuliar to
the astrophysial situation that we shall address in another plae, we may usefully onne ourselves
here to the exploration of the basi uid dynamial aspets of mixing by ODD onvetion. Sue it
to say that if the mixing aused by semionvetion is eetive, the onvetion an be self-regulating
and this is an important ingredient in estimating the speed at whih the star evolves.
Other natural ourrenes of ODD onvetion are found in the Earth's oeans, most notably,
below the polar ie aps. There melting ie releases old fresh water above warmer saltier water
and produes the kind of situation we shall study here (Neal et al., 1969, Jaobs et al., 1981).
Another natural ourrene of ODD onvetion is seen in meddies, vorties of warm and salty
Mediterranean water ommon at mid depths in the eastern Atlanti (Ruddik, 1992). Intrusive
stairases present an alternane of ngering and ODD stratiation (Marmorino, 1991). Here too,
there are additional ompliating features that we shall not onfront in studying the onventional
plane-parallel situation stratied (initially) only in the vertial diretion. This ideal situation is in
fat the objet of extensive experiments that have been arried out in binary mixtures (Kolodner
et al., 1990). These have revealed muh about the nature of weakly nonlinear behavior of ODD
onvetion. Though the waves seen in these experiments will surely do some mixing, we want to
argue here that, at higher Rayleigh numbers, we may expet to see indued shears like those seen by
Krishnamurti & Howard (1981) in thermal onvetion. Those shears, in onert with the osillatory
onvetive motions, should lead to rapid mixing of onstituents.
To bring out these results, we shall use the same modal proedure that we used in the mono-
toni ase previously (PS). This permits surveys of the parameter spae with good qualitative and
semiquantitative results without the exessive demands on numerial resoures that are neessary
for full simulations with large aspet ratio. Modal trunations are known to yield results whih de-
pend on the number of modes retained. This is illustrated, for example, by Franeshini & Tebaldi
(1985) for relatively high dimensional trunations of the Navier-Stokes equations. However, when
the fous is more on physial mehanisms than on the details of the bifuration diagram, even rude
trunations have proven to be a useful guide in the exploration of the dynamis of the underlying
PDE. Already in the simpler ase of thermal onvetion, it was shown by Howard and Krishnamurti
(1986) that a model onsisting of a small number of ODEs aptures some features of the large-sale
shearing ow. In the partiular ase of ODD onvetion, a Galerkin approah was used by Veronis
(1965), to show osillatory solutions in a system of 5 ODEs (see also Da Costa et al., 1981). In a
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later study, Gough & Toomre (1982) used a trunation only in the horizontal diretion, as had been
used in the purely thermal problem (Gough et al., 1975), but they did not allow for a large-sale
horizontal ow. Their results fous on the stability of an initial step-like density stratiation and
they omitted the horizontal shear of the Krishnamurti-Howard studies.
In our previous paper on the salt-nger ase, we used modal trunation in the horizontal
diretion to argue for the importane of the horizontal ows for transport of heat and salt. Here we
arry out an analogous study for the ODD ase. In doing this, we would stress that a Galerkin study
suh as ours is an exploratory tool and is intended as a guide in rapidly identifying those features
of the proess that will then deserve a more realisti and resoure-onsuming study by means of
diret numerial simulations.
Our plan is to present the equations in the next setion in full and trunated form. We restrit
our attention here to two-dimensional onvetion and refer to our previous paper (PS) for the
derivation of the trunated equations, whih at this stage are the same for both ases. In setion
3 we explore the eet of a self-exited large-sale ow on ODD onvetion with parameters that
allow for an analogy with the stellar ase. Setion 4 ontains results for sea water parameters. We
disuss and summarize our ndings in setion 5.
2. The equations
We onsider the Boussinesq equations for double diusion in two dimensions. The veloity eld
an be omputed using a stream funtion ψ, for the horizontal and vertial veloities u = ∂zψ and
w = −∂xψ. The basi equations are:
∂t∇
2ψ − J(ψ,∇2ψ) = −σRT∂xT + σRS∂xS + σ∇
4ψ
∂tT − J(ψ, T ) = ∇
2T
∂tS − J(ψ, S) =
1
τ
∇2S
(1)
where the Rayleigh numbers are
RT =
gα∆Td3
κT ν
and RS =
gβ∆Sd3
κT ν
; (2)
α and β are respetively the thermal and saline expansion oeients, g is the aeleration of gravity,
ν is the visosity and κT is the thermal diusivity. We also use the Prandtl number σ = ν/κT and
the Lewis number τ = κT /κS , where κS is the diusivity of salt (or other solute). The equations
have been made dimensionless with a unit of length, d, where the height of the uid layer is pid, and
a unit of time d2/κT ; the imposed temperature and salinity dierenes aross the layer ∆T and ∆S
serve as units for temperature and salt onentration. The signs of the Rayleigh numbers determine
the partiular kind of doubly-diusive instability that triggers the motion. Here our interest is
limited to the osillatory ase, whih requires that the salinity dierene aross the uid layer be
stabilizing and that the temperature dierene be destabilizing. In our notation, this is ahieved
when both Rayleigh numbers are negative.
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In this study we onsider only the ase with an initially stable density stratiation, that is
RT > RS , where instability sets in through growing osillations. (We reall also that osillatory
instability is possible for RS > RT , Baines & Gill, 1969.) As in PS, we use a modal version
of these equations. We split the variables into a horizontally averaged part and a utuating
part: ψ = ψ(z, t) + ψ′(x, z, t); T = T (z, t) + T ′(x, z, t); S = S(z, t) + S′(x, z, t). The utuating
part is expanded as a Fourier sum along the x diretion, with amplitudes depending on (z, t).
The expansions are then plugged bak into the equations (1), and trunated by retaining only the
horizontally averaged quantities, and the amplitudes assoiated with a single horizontal wavenumber
kh.
Our model (modal) equations are these nine p.d.e.s:
∂tU = ∂z
(
σ∂zU +
1
kh
W+∂zW
− − 1
kh
W−∂zW
+
)
∂tT = ∂z
(
∂zT −W
+Θ+ −W−Θ−
)
∂tS = ∂z
(
1
τ
∂zS −W
+Φ+ −W−Φ−
)
∂tΘ
+ = DΘ+ + khUΘ
− −W+∂zT
∂tΘ
− = DΘ− − khUΘ
+ −W−∂zT
∂tΦ
+ = 1
τ
DΦ+ + khUΦ
− −W+∂zS
∂tΦ
− = 1
τ
DΦ− − khUΦ
+ −W−∂zS
∂tDW
+ = σD2W+ − σk2h (RTΘ
+ −RSΦ
+)− khW
−∂zzU + khUDW
−
∂tDW
− = σD2W− − σk2h (RTΘ
− −RSΦ
−) + khW
+∂zzU − khUDW
+
(3)
Here Θ+, Θ−are the amplitudes assoiated with, respetively, the sine and the osine modes of the
temperature expansion. Analogously Φ+, Φ−desribe the salinity utuations. We use amplitudes
W+, W− for the vertial veloity utuations, as well as the horizontal veloity U(z, t), in plae of
the amplitudes of the modal expansion for ψ′ and of ψ¯. Finally, D ≡ ∂zz − k
2
h. The large sale ow
represented by U has often been negleted in previous studies of osillatory onvetion. However,
it is now experimentally well established that suh a large sale, shearing ow does spontaneously
appear in Rayleigh-Bénard onvetion (Siggia, 1994) where it hanges the heat transport saling
law; we will show in the following the important role it may play in ODD onvetion.
3. ODD onvetion at low Prandtl and high Lewis number.
Conditions favorable to the onset of ODD onvetive instability are thought to our in the
ore of a large variety of stars. In the simplest senario, they are related to the existene of a
entral onvetion zone, in whih hydrogen is slowly onverted to helium. The mass fration Y
of helium inuenes the dierential buoyany in the same way that the onentration of salt does
in thermohaline onvetion. In modern evolutionary models, this entral onvetion zone retreats,
leaving behind a stabilizing radial helium gradient. In the ase of massive stars, the entropy gradient
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in the same region is typially unstable and this leads to a form of ODD onvetion known in
astrophysis as semionvetion beause it is eetive in transporting helium but not heat.
In stars, the thermal diusivity is orders of magnitude greater than diusivity of the helium.
Typial values for the Prandtl and the Lewis numbers (Merryeld, 1995) are
σ ∼ 5 · 10−5, τ ∼ 108. (4)
While solving the equations for the stellar plasma in this parameter regime is a hallenge for the
numerial modeler, insight into the nature of the proess may be gained by solving the modal
equations (3) at low Prandtl number and high Lewis number. We would hope in this way to
asertain whether the overstable onditions an lead to a state of overturning onvetion. This is
important in estimating the rate of mixing of the hemial speies in the doubly-diusive region. To
get an insight on the nature of mixing in suh onditions, we shall adopt here the values σ = 10−2,
and τ = 102 and present results for RT = −200, RS = −400. Those alulations have been
performed using a resolution of 64 modes in z. We hoose the horizontal wavenumber kh = 1, whih
is lose to the wavenumber of maximum growth rate in the linear theory for that set of parameters.
(For a disussion of the linear stability analysis of doubly diusive onvetion appropriate for the
boundary onditions that we use here, see Baines and Gill, 1969.) We have explored other parameter
regimes than those desribed here and found a rih and ompliated range of behaviors. Extremely
long transients may preede the time-asymptoti states. We have tried to hoose representative
situations in the regime with low Prandtl number and high Lewis number. These display two
basi dynamial states: time-dependene with intense mixing (quantied in setion 3.2), and steady
motion with no mixing. Both are present within the parameter set that we next disuss in detail.
3.1. The wave-shear mixing yle
Equations (3) are solved with xed temperature, xed salinity and free slip boundary onditions,
using the numerial ode desribed in PS. Initially we set T = S = −z; U = A cos(z); all the other
variables are set equal to A sin(z).
When A is small (we used A = 10−4) the nonlinearities are initially negligible, and the initial
perturbation evolves quikly into a good approximation to the fastest growing eigenfuntion. As
the nonlinear terms beome important, the system settles to a steady solution, shown in gure 1.
This solution is dominated by a large sale shearing veloity, sustained by a single onvetive ell,
whih, in our example, irulates in the lokwise diretion. The reeted onguration with an
anti-lokwise ell is also possible and is obtained by starting with a negative amplitude. The most
remarkable feature of this solution is its steady, stable density inversion, assoiated with a saddle
point in the stream funtion (f. g. 2). The formation of this struture, an inomplete wave roll-up,
is preeded by a temporal development that begins in the linear stages of the growth with a pair
of ells of opposite signs, as in ordinary onvetion. This motion indues a wave pattern in the
temperature and salinity elds. When the amplitudes W+ and W− reah the order of unity, the
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onset of the large sale ow U makes the onvetive ells more and more asymmetrial, adveting
the temperature and salinity wave rests lose to eah other as they enroah on the weaker ell, and
strething them apart in the stronger one. Finally, the weaker ell disappears altogether, leaving
a tongue of warm, salty uid folded over a tongue of old, fresh uid, above a saddle point in the
stream funtion, in a remarkable advetive-diusive equilibrium. Further simulations show that this
is a stable solution.
We also performed a run where the absolute values of the Rayleigh numbers were slowly and
ontinuously lowered at the rate of (1.5 · 10−6) units per thermal time, while keeping their ratio
onstant. The steady solution survives up to RT ≈ −14.5 when it abruptly falls to the ondutive
state, supporting the supposition that it appears through a sub-ritial bifuration.
A ompletely dierent dynamis appears if one sets A = 1 in the initial onditions. We then
nd a solution that proeeds in yles of approximately tc ≃ 246 thermal times. In gure 3 we show
the time evolution of U at z = pi, during one suh yle. For onveniene we set t = 0 just before the
large-sale ow reahes its minimum amplitude. At this time, the stream funtion shows a large,
anti-lokwise ell, plaed beside a smaller region of weak lokwise irulation. Growing, wave-like
patterns shape the temperature and the salinity elds as they are adveted aross the domain by
the large-sale ow (g. 4, rst panel from top). In this ase, however, the shear is a leading order
eet, and slows the growth of the overstable osillations.
Shortly thereafter, the asymmetry of the onvetive ells drives up the amplitude of the large-
sale ow. The seond panel from the top of gure 4 shows the elds at time t = 24. The stream
funtion is dominated by a single, anti-lokwise ell. All lokwise irulation is onned to two
small regions lose to the upper and the lower boundary. Gradients in the salinity eld inrease,
and the wave pattern is skewed. On the other hand, beause the ell's turnover time is of the same
order as the thermal diusivity time, the temperature eld is only slightly perturbed.
At a later time, (t = 48, g. 4, third panel from top), the large sale ow is lose to its maximum
intensity. All lokwise irulation has disappeared from the stream funtion. A sequene of wave
roll-ups has made the salinity eld homogeneous over some parts of the domain, and it has greatly
inreased the gradients elsewhere. Notie the similarity between the stream funtion at this time
and the stream funtion of the steady solution. In both ases, the irulation has the same sign
in the whole domain, and the onvetive ells are separated by saddle points. Here, however, the
strength of onvetion is weaker than in the steady solution. The ow is too slow to advet the
temperature eld appreiably, and the salinity plumes are too heavy to be sustained by the ow in
a steady equilibrium.
The sequene of wave roll-ups ontinues until the shear beomes too intense to allow for any
further roll-up ( t = 63, g. 4, fourth panel from top). At that point, the high shear disrupts the
onvetive ells and destroys the inhomogeneities in the temperature and salinity elds, bringing
them lose to the ondutive solution.
For the remaining fration of the whole yle, the ow is dominated by an intense, x-independent
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shear whih ows rightward in the upper half of the domain, and leftward in the lower half (t = 163,
g. 4, fth panel from top). As for the steady ase, for eah solution there is a symmetri one with
the shear owing in the opposite diretion; the partiular hoie of initial onditions selets between
the two possibilities. The temperature and the salinity elds losely resemble the ondutive solution
T = S = −z. The amplitudes W+, W−, Θ+, Θ−, Φ+ and Φ− are very small (less than 5 · 10−4
in our non-dimensional units) at any height z. The evolution of U is essentially deoupled from
the dynamis of the other variables, and it is redued to a slow visous deay. Finally, when the
intensity of the shear has been suiently damped, the overstable osillations restart their growth,
and the yle begins again.
The dynamis that we just desribed is summarized in gure 5, where we plot the value of the
shearing veloity U at the top boundary versus the value of W+ in the middle of the slab.
With the parameters disussed here, the yles are not perfetly periodi. In fat, longer
simulations reveal that the yli behavior is only a long transient. After approximately 4500
thermal times the ow falls bak to the steady solution. On the other hand, at lower Rayleigh
numbers, suh as RT = −100 and RS = −200, the wave-shear mixing yle appears to be a
perfetly periodi solution. Further exploration of the parameter spae has shown that, either as a
transient or as the asymptoti regime, the roll-up of overstable osillations by a self-exited shear
is a behavior harateristi of the low Prandtl number regime.
In order to bring out the key role of the large-sale ow, we have arried out a simulation where
the variable U was kept equal to zero at all times, whih is equivalent to removing the rst of the
equations (3). Starting from initial onditions of small amplitude, the numerial solution undergoes
an osillatory instability in agreement with the preditions of the linear analysis. However, after
about 100 thermal times the solution has onverged to a steady state, shown in gure 6. In this
solution, all the salinity gradients are onentrated at the boundaries. In the interior of the domain
the salinity is almost onstant. This brings the system to a state analogous to purely thermal
onvetion without shear, with two symmetri ells in the stream funtion eld, and two steady
thermal plumes (one asending, the other desending) in steady equilibrium between advetion and
diusion.
3.2. A Lagrangian view of the wave-shear mixing.
The numerial simulations desribed above show that the uid an alternate long periods of
laminar motion with relatively shorter times of tumultuous overturning. To better investigate the
details of these mixing events we have omputed the trajetories of a sample of uid partiles. For
this purpose, the variables U , W+ and W− are interpolated using ubi spines (taking are to use
the orret boundary onditions in their spline representation), to reover the uid veloity ui(x, z)
at the position of the i-th partile. The advetion equation x˙i = ui is then integrated at eah
Eulerian time step with a seond order Adams-Bashfort sheme to obtain the partiles' trajetories.
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We release 2500 partiles at time t = 0 on a square array of 50 by 50 points, with side length
of 0.5 non-dimensional units, and with the lower left orner at (0, pi/3). As time goes on, the rst
part of eah thermohaline osillation strethes the ensemble of partiles vertially, the large-sale
ow slants it, and the seond part of the osillation folds it. The interplay of waves and shear
produes a dynamis very similar to that of a Baker's map, and it is pitured in the time sequene
of gure 7 (for an introdution to the physis of mixing see Ottino (1989); a simple example of suh
mixing ow is given by Aref's blinking vortex, Aref, 1984). The strething and folding ontinues
until the thermohaline osillations are disrupted by the shearing veloity. By the time U reahes
its maximum amplitude, (t ≃ 65), the distribution of traers has beome vertially homogeneous.
The trajetory of an individual Lagrangian traer (f. g. 8 ) illustrates what happens on
longer time sales. The mixing events are learly singled out by the periods of wiggly motion,
alternating with periods where the advetion is due to only the large sale veloity U . Sine the
sign of the shear remains onstant, when a Lagrangian traer happens to be in the upper half of
the omputational domain, it travels rightward, while it travels leftward when in the lower half.
Dispersion in the horizontal diretion ours beause the z oordinate of a partile after a mixing
event has a sensitive dependene upon the partile's position before the mixing event. Eah partile
swithes in an unpreditable way between rightward and leftward motion, performing a random
walk along the x-axis. Thus we expet the horizontal transport of partiles to be desribed by a
diusion proess. On a dimensional basis, we an express its diusion oeient as K = U2c tc. We
estimate Uc as the time and spae average of |U | and tc as the duration of the visous deay of
the shearing veloity that separates a mixing event from the next. In our non-dimensional units we
have Uc ≈ 0.85, tc ≈ 180, whih yields K ≈ 130.
This qualitative desription is onrmed by evaluating the single-partile dispersion ξ2
ξ2(t;xi(t0)) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|xi(t)− xi(t0)|
2
(5)
where N is the number of Lagrangian traers and xi(to) is the initial position of the i-th one. In
the ase of Brownian motion, ξ2 does not depend on the initial positions and it is related to the
diusion oeient K of the Brownian stohasti proess by the formula ξ2(t) = 2Kt (Gardiner,
1996). In our ase, sine the Eulerian ow has very dierent harateristis along the x and the z
diretion, we apply the denition of single-partile dispersion separately to eah diretion.
The results are shown in gure 9. The overall trend of ξ2(t) for horizontal displaements is
well approximated by a linear t, whih gives an eetive diusion oeient K = 98.6 ± 1.0 in
non-dimensional units, in good agreement with the above rough estimate. However, on short time
sales, the behavior of ξ2(t) is not perfetly linear. Initially, in the x-diretion, dispersion grows
slowly, beause the traers are all lustered together into a single, oherent onvetion ell. After
the rst vertial mixing event (marked by the arrow in gure 9), the horizontal dispersion grows
faster with time. At this stage, the dispersion is approximately ballisti (that is ξ2 ∝ t2) until U
an be approximated by a onstant. However, as the large sale ow U deays, the dispersion slows
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down as well, until the next mixing event ours.
Along the vertial diretion, the single-partile dispersion grows from zero to its maximum value
during the rst ourrene of wave-rollups, whih makes the traers' distribution homogeneous in the
vertial. The vertial dispersion then remains approximately onstant, with statistial utuations
during the vertial mixing events.
To onrm that the ow of gure 4 produes authenti mixing, we look for evidene that
partile paths are independent of eah other by evaluating the pair dispersion Ξ2
Ξ2(t) =
2
N(N − 1)
N∑
i=1
∑
j>i
|xi(t)− xj(t)|
2 . (6)
If eah partile follows an independent Brownian path, then Ξ(t) = 4Kt. On evaluating the diusion
oeient along the x-diretion by using pair dispersion, we nd K = 102.0±1.0, in lose agreement
with the value obtained in the single partile analysis. This is strong evidene that the long-time
transport properties of the ow in the horizontal diretion are those of Brownian motion, and an
thus be modeled by a suitable eddy diusion oeient.
We arried out a similar simulation for the ase where the large-sale ow is not allowed. As
expeted when the Eulerian ow is steady, the traers moved along periodi orbits. Even after 1000
thermal times the 2500 traers, seeded at the same initial position as the traers in the simulation
desribed above, remain onned in a irular belt and do not disperse.
To omplement the information given by the advetion of individual Lagrangian traers, and to
give a further visual indiation that no barriers to mixing exist in the ow of gure 4, we arried out
some simulations in whih we use the streamfuntion generated by our model to advet a passive
salar eld c, aording to the equation
∂tc− J(ψ, c) =
κc
κT
∇2c. (7)
The small amount of diusion
κc
κT
= 0.001 is neessary in order to maintain the stability of the
nite volume ode used to integrate equation (7). Figure 10 shows a time sequene of the numerial
solution, and illustrates the high degree of homogeneity reahed by the passive salar during a single
wave-shear mixing yle.
4. ODD onvetion with heat and salt.
Beause onditions favoring the onset of ODD onvetion our at several plaes in the Earth's
oeans we investigate the behavior of the model in the parameter range appropriate for sea water.
For this, we adopt σ = 10, and τ = 102, whih are approximately the values of the Prandtl and the
Lewis numbers of sea water. With these parameters, the ODD instability ours when the density
ratio Rρ = RT /RS approahes unity (Baines & Gill, 1969).
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When RT = −200, Rρ = 0.99 the system onverges to a limit yle haraterized by a pair
of plumes whih osillate up and down as standing waves, with periods of ≃ 0.61 thermal times.
Figure 11 shows a snapshot of the stream funtion, temperature and salinity elds lose to the
extremum of one osillation: the warm, salty plume on the right has just reahed the maximum
elevation, the old, fresh plume on the left has reahed its maximum depth, and they are both
moving bak toward the middle of the domain. The large sale ow is not exited, and initial
perturbations on U deay as e−σt. No Lagrangian mixing ours in this simple ow.
Searhing for a self-exited large-sale ow, we inreased the Rayleigh number up to RT =
−1000, and we have set the density ratio to Rρ = 0.95. To aurately resolve the high salinity
gradients that develop at the top and bottom boundaries, we inreased the vertial resolution to
256 modes. The initial onditions are the same as in setion 3.1. We have tried several values for
the initial amplitude A in the range [10−3, 10]. The solution that we nd exhibits extremely long
yles of approximately 100 thermal times, independently of the value of A.
Initially this solution shows a pair of osillating plumes analogous to those found at RT = −200.
They move faster (the period of osillation is 0.3 thermal times, but it shrinks as the amplitude
of the osillations grows), and lead to sharper gradients in the salar elds. The large-sale ow
is exited, but it is so weak that the assoiate skewness of the onvetive ells is impereptible
in the gures. Figure 12 shows the stream funtion, the temperature and the salinity elds for
the simulation starting with A = 0.01 at time t = 4.3, when the salinity utuations reah their
maximum amplitude. The osillations, however, do not last indenitely as in the previous ase.
They damp out in a few thermal times, and the motion in the uid eases almost ompletely.
By looking at the vertial proles of temperature and salinity it is possible to nd a hint of
the mehanism that swithes o the osillations. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of ∂zT and
∂zS omputed at z = pi/2 (that is, in the middle of the slab). Initially ∂zT = ∂zS = −1. As
the doubly-diusive osillations grow and then damp out, the slope of the salinity prole beomes
steeper than the slope of temperature, and one is left with ∂zS < −1, while the temperature slope
promptly returns to the diusive solution ∂zT = −1. This results in a dereased density ratio in the
middle of the slab, whih loally makes the uid linearly stable. Figure 14 shows the horizontally
averaged proles of temperature and salinity at the time t = 6. The density ratio at z = pi/2 is
now Rρ =
∂zT
∂zS
Rρinitial = 0.831, whih is less than the ritial value Rρcritical = 0.9163 . . . required
to have a linear instability for the hosen values of RT , σ, and τ . At this time all motion has
beome negligibly small. The only dynami in the system is the slow diusion of the salinity eld,
whih relaxes to the ondutive solution with a time sale whih, in non dimensional units is O(τ).
Finally, when t ≈ 100, the growth of ODD instability resumes and the whole yle starts over with
an alternation of short-lived osillatory onvetion and slow diusive relaxation. This dynamis
does not lead to mixing. A set of Lagrangian traers seeded in the way desribed in setion 3.2
remains losely paked during the whole duration of the osillations.
While the salinity build-up stabilizes the bulk of the uid, we observe in gure 14 that, near
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the boundaries, ∂zT < ∂zS, implying that the uid there is unstably stratied. However, we do not
observe diret onvetion being triggered at the boundaries. We assume that this is a onsequene
of the trunation of the Boussinesq equations (1): the range of horizontal wavenumbers whih would
be unstable is not represented in the trunated model (3). Numerial solutions of the untrunated
equations are needed in order to show whether onvetion atually arises at the boundaries and in
what ways it ontributes to the establishment of the step-like proles seen in laboratory experiments
(Huppert & Linden, 1979).
In this simulation the large-sale ow U does not seem to play a dominant role. The doubly-
diusive osillations are suppressed by the salinity build-up in the enter of the domain, and not by
the shear indued by U , as in the low Prandtl number ase. Indeed, a simulation with RT = −500
and Rρ = 0.95 shows the same qualitative dynamis as the simulations with RT = −1000, but there
is no self-exitation of a large-sale ow.
However, large-sale ows are prevalent in geophysis where they need not be onvetively
driven. Suh ows may play the kind of role in the onvetive proess that the shears we have
been disussing do. For this reason, we have investigated the interation between ODD osillations
and an imposed shearing veloity, U = U˜ + ω0z in the equations (3), and solving for U˜ . Here ω0
is a onstant shear. In our spetral ode we represent z as a trigonometri sum in the interval
[0, pi], trunated at the Nyquist frequeny. We keep RT = −1000, Rρ = 0.95, and we impose an
external shear ω0 = 0.2. One again, osillating plumes develop as a result of the ODD instability.
The presene of the external shear makes the onvetive ells suiently asymmetri that they
now an ontribute to the build-up of a large-sale ow, whih an reah a peak intensity of 30
non dimensional units lose to the boundaries. A snapshot of the elds at time t = 4.3 is shown
in gure 15. As in the ase with low Prandtl number, the large-sale ow indues wave roll-ups,
whih mix the uid until the salinity build-up hokes the motion. The resulting Lagrangian haos
is illustrated in gure 16.
5. Disussion and onlusions
This exploratory study of sheared ODD onvetion has revealed some previously unknown
phenomenology. The main nding is that the presene of a large-sale shearing veloity (be it
self-exited or externally imposed) indues vigorous mixing. The mehanism is reminisent of the
mixing indued by the Baker's map: ODD waves vertially streth material lines, the shear slants
them, so that they an subsequently be folded up. This engenders a rapid, eetive homogenization
of Lagrangian traers along the vertial. Horizontal mixing is also enhaned, in a way whih realls
the phenomenon of shear dispersion (see, e.g. Jones & Young, 1994). As rst notied by Taylor,
in the presene of a shear, moleular diusion is enhaned along the diretion of the ow. In our
model the wave-shear mixing plays the role of moleular diusion.
Further work is needed to asses at whih Rayleigh numbers the large-sale ow appears. Spon-
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taneous generation of shear seems very elusive at high Prandtl number, as in the ase of heat and
salt in water. This is supported by the laboratory experiments of Stamp & Griths (1997) and
Stamp et al. (1998). They observe the generation of large-sale ows in onveting regions above
and below an interfae having ODD-favorable stratiation (therefore giving further indiation that
this is a ommon feature of onveting uids). The ows have the same intensity and diretion
above and below the interfae, so they do not ause any shear on the interfae, but merely translate
it, either leftward or rightward. In an annular geometry, in the referene frame omoving with the
mean ow, they observe gross features in agreement with the results on step-like interfaes of Gough
& Toomre (1982), who employ a trunated model similar to ours.
On the other hand, we nd that large-sale shearing ow is easily generated at very low Prandtl
number, whih is of interest in astrophysial appliations. Unfortunately, arrying out either lab-
oratory experiments or reliable diret numerial simulations in this regime is hallenging. Other
mehanisms an lead to mixing, distint from that illustrated in this work. In partiular, the
simulations of Merryeld (1995) and of Biello (2001) both show ODD osillations breaking into
small-sale turbulene, as in the earlier disussion of Stevenson (1979). A larger investigation is
needed to deide whih of these mehanisms may be the more signiant in dierent ontexts.
In all ases where we have found mixing-induing motion, it lasts for a relatively short interval,
and it is then followed by a longer interval of non-mixing dynamis. The physial ause of this
intermittent behavior is dierent in the low Prandtl number regime and in the sea water regime. In
the rst ase the stabilizing fator is the shearing veloity U ; in the seond ase the uid is made
linearly stable by a salinity build-up away from the boundaries. The present study has suggested
that the astrophysial situation is the one in whih the onvetively indued shears ome into play.
This points to the value of a study direted at low Prandtl number ODD onvetion and suggests
that we next seek simpliations that may help us in that limit.
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yle. The elds are periodi in the horizontal. One period is shown.
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Fig. 15. Streamfuntion, temperature and salinity elds at time t = 4.3 for the heat and salt
simulation with RT = −1000 and an externally imposed shear ω0 = 0.2. The elds are periodi in
the horizontal. One period is shown.
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Fig. 16. Positions of 2500 Lagrangian traers at dierent times in a simulation with sea water
parameters and an externally imposed shear. From left to right, top to bottom: t = 4; t = 4.15;
t = 4.3; t = 4.45.
